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By Jerry L. Modisette
SUMMARY
This paper is a compilation of the available information on
electromagnetic radiation at radio wavelengths incident on the Earth.
Radio waves from the Sun, Moon, and planets and the background radia-
tion from the sky are discussed. A table of the intensities and celes-
tial coordinates of the 2_000 most intense discrete sources (radio
stars) is given_ together with maps of the brightness temperature of
the sky at frequencies of 64 to 910 megacycles per second.
INT RO DUCT ION
The present paper is a review of the long-wa_length (radio) electro-
magnetic radiation received from the Sun; the planets, and the Galaxy.
With regard to artificial satellites_ or space vehicles in general_ this
radiation is mainly important with regard to interference with communica-
tions. However, the material has been presented without special emphasis
on those wavelengths that are presently used in communications.
Since Jansky's discovery of radio waves from the constellation of
Sagittarius in 1933 (refs. 1 to 3)_ cosmic radio waves have been observed
at most wavelengths from the millimeter range up into the broadcast band.
The principal sources have been found to be the Sun, other discrete radio
sources or "radio stars" scattered over the sky_ and the cosmic back-
ground radiation which is concentrated around the galactic equator and
which reaches its maximum intensity in the direction of the center of
the Galaxy.
There are several features of cosmic radio waves which are not
found in the optical range of the electromagnetic spectrum. These con-
sist both of properties of the radiation itself and of characteristics
of the sources. With one exception, the spectral distribution of cosmic
radio waves is continuous. This exception is the spectral line at
21 centimeters produced by a hyperfine transition of atomic hydrogen.
*Part I. Range of Thermal to X-Radiation_ by S. Katzoff, is
NASA Technical Note D-I560.
2A curious characteristic of the Sun as a source is its relation to the
rest of the sources. The Sun is the source of most radiation of wave-
lengths between those of infrared and gammarays - at optical wavelengths
it is i08 times as intense as the rest of the sky. For radio waves_how-
ever_ the undisturbed Sun is no stronger than manyother celestial sources,
and when comparedto the background radiation coming from the sky the
undisturbed Sun amounts to only one ten-thousandth of the total radia-
tion at a wavelength of 15 meters. (See ref. 4.) As the wavelength of
the radio waves decreases_ the sky diminishes in importance until at
around i0 centimeters the intensity is below the threshold of detection.
At these wavelengths the Sunbecomesthe most important source.
Although the undisturbed or "quiet" Sun is relatively unimportant
at longer wavelengths, the intensity is subject to fluctuations which
maybring about increases by factors of as muchas 107. This variation
has not been observed in the radiation coming from the rest of the sky,
so that during a solar fluctuation or "burst" the Sun accounts for most







In speak_ing o_' solar radio waves_ it is helpful to re_'er separately
to the radiation emitted by the undisturbed or "quiet" Sun and the bursts
of radiation associated with various types of solar disturbances. _e
differences in these two types of radiatiom lie in their variability and
the magnitude of their intensities. The radiation from the quiet Sun
varies less and is much less intense than that associated with bursts:
Maxwell, Howard, and Garmire, in reference 5 report an increase of the
quiet Sun's radiation by a factor of 2 as the sunspot cycle goes from
m_nim_n to maxim1_n whereas the bursts may produce changes in intensity
by factors of as much as 107; the quiet S_m is no more _ntense than
:_everal other discrete radio sources, but during a burst the Sun may
become as much as _ thousand times more intense than all the rest of
the sky combined.
Quiet Sun
Observations of the brightness temperature of the quiet Sun at
various wavelengths have been reported in references 6 to 16. The results
of several of these observations are shown in figure i (refs. 5, 7, and 9
to If). _lis temperature is somewhat misleading as it is computed From
intensity measurements and is based on the assumption that all the
radiation comes from a disk the size of the photosphere. The radiation,
espec_ally at longer wavelengths, actually comes from an area somewhat






to the angle subtended by the photosphere or the corona, the brightness
temperature is not as important as the radiation-flux incident on the
antenna. Measurements of this radiation flux for various wavelengths
are tabulated in table I (refs. 5, 7_ 9_ and 16). For antennas of high
resolution the apparent temperature distribution of the solar disk and
corona becomes significant.
Theoretical work done on the brightness distribution indicates
that at wavelengths below i centimeter the Sun should appear as a con-
stant temperature disk whose diameter equals that of the photosphere_
from i centimeter to about i meter the apparent size of the disk should
remain the same, but marked limb-brightening is predicted; at wave-
lengths above i meter the limb-brightening should disappear but the
apparent size of the disk should increase until it is as much as twice
the diameter of the photosphere. (See ref. 13.)
Measurements of the brightness distribution across the solar disk
have been made at wavelengths of 60 centimeters (ref. 14), 3.68 meters
(ref. 15) and more recently at 9.1 centimeters (ref. 16) and 21 centi-
meters (ref. 17). The limb-brightening predicted in reference 13 does
not appear in the early work at 60 centimeters. However, the later
work at 9.1 and 21 centimeters using highly directional antennas indi-
cates that limb-brightening of the basic component is masked by radia-
tion from strongly emitting regions associated with sunspots. After
the effect of these regions was eliminated by analysis of the data, the
limb-brightening appeared at 9.1 centimeters_ whereas, the data at
21 centimeters were taken during a time when the Sun was free of sun-
spots and the limb-brightening appeared in the original data. It
should be noted, however, that the limb-brightening appeared only on
the east and west limbs in both cases. The data taken at 3.68 meters
show the extension of the apparent disk diameter as predicted in ref-
erence 13. The results of the previously noted studies are shown in
graphical form in figures 2 and 3.
The quiet Sun is considered as having two components, one of which_
the basic component, remains relatively constant varying over the ll-year
sunspot cycle. It is this component to which the distribution analysis
in the preceding paragraph applies. The other component, the so-called
slowly varying component, varies over a 27-day cycle corresponding to
the synodic period of rotation of the Sun at the equator.
The ll-year variation of the basic component has been attributed
by Van de Hulst (ref. 18) to a variation of the density of the solar
corona over the sunspot cycle, which would in turn produce a variation
in intensity at a wavelength of 50 centimeters of about 2 to i. As
mentioned before, according to Maxwell et al. in reference 5 this has
been observed at wavelengths of 56, 76, 150, and 240 centimeters.
The slowly varying componentappears to be related to the sunspots
in that over any given short period of time the intensity of this com-
ponent is roughly proportional to the sunspot area visible from the
Earth. In addition, observations at 9.1 centimeters with a high-
resolution antenna (ref. 16) showthat the sunspots are actually strongly
emitting regions. The variation in intensity results from the irregular
distribution of sunspots over the surface of the Sun, which in turn pro-
duces a change in the sunspot area visible from the Earth as the Sun
rotates. At sunspot maximumthe average variation in intensity over the
27-day cycle is i00 percent, and at sunspot minimumthis variation is
50 percent. It should be noted that for a given visible sunspot area,
the randomvariation maybe ±50 percent. The slowly varying component
only appears at wavelengths of 3 to 60 centimeters. This is attributed
to the fact that the radiation in this range originates in the lower
corona and chromosphere, where underlying sunspots cause local enhance-







Radiation from the disturbed Sun is noted for its intensity, varia-
bility, and, by those whose interest is solar physics, its apparently
nonthermal origin. It is generally agreed that the radiation is caused
by some physical disturbance which occurs in the solar atmosphere at
altitudes responsible for the particular frequencies observed. This
disturbance may remain fixed in one altitude range, or may move, in the
one case causing radiation over a constant-frequency range, and in the
other causing the frequency range to vary with time. The exact nature
of the disturbances has not been decided; such mechanisms as spontaneous
plasma oscillations, moving groups of particles, and shock waves have
been proposed.
The radiation phenomena observed from the Earth have been classified
into four distinct types according to the way the frequency range of the
disturbance varies with time. Ninety-five percent of the observed dis-
turbances fall into these classifications, which are listed and described
as follows:
Noise storms.- Noise storms occur as two types, the wide-band type
having bandwidths (frequency range) of about i00 mc/sec and lasting a few
seconds, and the narrow-band type having bandwidths of 1 or 2 mc/sec and
lasting from a fraction of a second to several minutes. Noise storms
usually occur at frequencies below 250 mc/see. The intensity ranges from
being barely perceptible to as much as 1,000 times that of the quiet Sun.
The radiation is usually circularly polarized with the sense being deter-
mined by the largest emitting sunspot such that right-handed polariza-
tion appears when the spot is a south (negative) magnetic pole, and







Slow-drift bursts.- The slow-drift bursts are bands of intense
radiation which drift towards lower frequencies. The drift rate is of
the order of 200 mc/sec per minute initially, slowing to about 50 mc/sec
per minute toward the end of a burst, which usually lasts about 4 minutes.
Slow-drift bursts usually begin at about 500 mc/sec, with a bandwidth of
200 mc/sec. The bandwidth remains at about 40 percent of the frequency
throughout the burst. Slow-drift bursts are randomly polarized.
Fast-drift bursts.- In the case of fast-drift bursts the drift is
also towards lower frequencies, but the drift rate is about lO0 times
that of the slow-drift bursts. These bursts may begin at any frequency
from 50 to 600 mc/sec and are randomly polarized.
Enhanced continuum radiation.- Enhanced continuum radiation occurs
over a bandwidth greater than 300 mc/sec and may drift towards either
lower or higher frequencies or not at all. The frequency usually lies
between lO0 and 600 mc/sec. The intensity is about lO times that of
the quiet Sun.
Figure 4 shows the dynamic spectra of the previously discussed
types of solar bursts. The 5 percent of the solar disturbances not
included in the four classifications discussed may be of any form. They
are usually short lived and isolated from other forms of solar activity
such as flares or sunspots.
The frequency of occurrence of these classifications of radiation
from the disturbed Sun is greatest during the maximum of the sunspot
cycle. During the sunspot maximum of 1957-58, Maxwell et al• (ref. 5)
made extensive measurements of solar radio disturbances at frequencies
of 125, 200, 425, and 550 mc/sec. The total observing time during the
period was 4,008 hours. The resulting distribution of the various types
of solar disturbances is given in the following table:
































In addition to the distribution of various types of disturbances_
the distribution of intensities of all types of disturbances was deter-
mined and is as follows:
Percentage of total observing time at
frequencies of:
Intensity







5.59 ± 0.55 o.0570 _ 0.0587
1.17 ± .07 .0096 ! .0066
1.25 ± .o2 , .0135 _ .0o75
The relations between the three intensity designations and the actual

























Various observers have noted apparent coincidences of radio dis-
turbances with optical phenomena such as flares, sunspots, and ejective
prominences. For example, Erickson (ref. 19) observing at a frequency
of 26.3 mc/sec during May 1959 observed a strongly emitting region to
move from a position in the corona 4.5 solar radii from the center of
the Sun, across the disk to a corresponding position on the other side.
The movement was such as to indicate a rigid corona, radiating in one
spot. On the third day of observation, a class 3+ flare was observed
to occur at the location of the disturbance. The flux was
i0 X 10-22 watts - m-2 - (c/sec) -I for 2 days before the flare,
30 x 10 -22 watts - m-2 - (c/sec) -I for 3 days during and after the
flare, dying out to i X 10-22 watts - m-2 - (c/sec) -I 8 days after
the flare.
Maxwell et al. attempted to find correlations between the disturb-







No correlation was found for ejective prominences_ with few of them
being associated with any type of burst at all.
The sunspots were definitely correlated with noise storms, in that
all noise storms were associated with sunspot groups. However, not all
sunspot groups had accompanying noise sto_ns. The correlation seemed
to depend upon the size of the sunspot group_ with noise storms being
improbable if the sunspot group covers less than 400 millionths of the
solar disk, and probable if the group is larger than this. It has also
been suggested by Payne-Scott and Little (ref. 20) that a correlation
is obtained between the noise storm and the area of the largest spot in
the group. This belief is supported by their observations at 97 mc/sec
which showed that individual spots whose area is greater than 400 mil-
lionths of the solar disk are usually accompanied by noise storms,
whereas smaller spots seldom had associated noise storms. The impor-
tance of the largest individual spot also appears in the polarization
effect mentioned before; that is, the sense of the polarization is
determined by the largest emitting spot.
Flares show no association with noise storms, according to the
observations of Maxwell et al., but there were indications of a correla-
tion of flares with slow-drift bursts and fast-drift bursts. One-half
the slow-drift bursts and 30 percent of the fast-drift bursts were
accompanied by flares, and all the flares having areas greater than
600 millionths of the solar disk were observed to have accompanying
bursts.
A definite correlation was found by Maxwell et al. between flares
and enhanced continuum radiation. All flares of class I or above were
accompanied by enhanced continuum which tended to last longer with the
larger flares. The average duration of the enhanced continuum associ-
ated with class i flares was 40 minutes_ whereas, with class 2 and
3 flares, the average duration was ii0 and 220 minutes, respectively.
Of course these times are averages_ and sometimes the duration is much
longer, as in the example mentioned previously which was observed by
Erickson.
DISCRETE SOURCES OF COSMIC RADIO WAVES
Scattered about the sky are many discrete sources of radio emission
which are much stronger than the background radiation. In the past_
these sources have been termed "radio stars" because when they were
first discovered, their angular extent was less than the resolving power
of the available instruments so that they appeared to be point sources.
With the advent of better radio telescopes, it developed that most of
8the stronger sources have appreciable angular extent, a result that has
not been found for optical stars.
Discrete radio sources are divided into two types, class I and
class II. The distinction is not based on intrinsic properties of the
sources, but on their locations. Class I sources, also called galactic
sources, are located within i0 ° of the galactic equator and are gener-
ally agreed to be sources distributed throughout the Galaxy. The
class II sources are randomly distributed over the sky. It has been
hypothesized that these sources are located close to the solar system
and also that they are extragalactic objects, with the consensus of
modern opinion favoring the latter.
A number of surveys have been made for the purpose of mapping the
discrete sources, and have been reported in references 21 to 29. The
total number of sources is probably over 5,000, although not all have
been observed because not all the sky has been surveyed exhaustively.
Table II is a catalogue of the positions and intensities of the sources
which were observed and reported in references 21 to 29.
Nine radio-source surveys are included in table II. The surveys
are numbered and referenced as follows:
Survey Reference
i ............................. 21








Three of these surveys (5, 7, and 9) are comprehensive, generally
considered to be exhaustive for the areas of the sky covered. However,
in the case of survey 9, there is considerable doubt as to the accuracy
of the positions due to confusion of sources arising from the use of a
rather large beamwidth. Therefore, this survey has been used only for
declinations not covered by surveys 5 or 7 (declinations greater than 71°;
declinations less than 22°). The other surveys are less exhaustive and
are included principally to confirm positions of the stronger sources.
In the table, repeated observations of the same source are given the
same number and designated a, b, c, and so forth. The stated errors are
the root-mean-square derivation of several determinations in the case of












In addition to the discrete sources, the entire sky exhibits radia-
tion at radio wavelengths. This radiation, in fact, accounts for most
of the energy flux incident on a surface in the vicinity of the Earth,
except during solar bursts. As is the case of solar radiation, the
brightness of the sky increases with increasing wavelength or decreasing
frequency. The intensity of this background radiation varies over the
sky, reaching its maximu_ in the direction of the galactic center.
A number of surveys have been made of the background radiation of
the sky at various frequencies from 18 to 2,000 mc/sec. The first,
covering the sky in the vicinity of the Milky Way, was reported by Reber
(ref. 30) in 1944 at a frequency of 160 mc/sec. Other surveys have been
made at 64 mc/sec (ref. 31), 81 mc/sec (ref. 32), 86 mc/sec (ref. 33),
lO0 mcSsec (ref. 34), 250 mc/sec (ref. 35), 480 mc/sec (ref. 36),
600 mc/sec (ref. 37), and 910 mc/sec (ref. 38). Ko (ref. 39) has assem-
bled the previously mentioned surveys into a compilation of maps using
the same coordinate system, scale, and projection representing the best
available picture of the background radiation. These maps are repro-
duced in figure 5. None of these maps cover the north polar region,
and with one exception none cover the south polar region. Westerhout
(ref. 40) using observations at 400 mc/sec has prepared a map of the
north polar cap which is reproduced in figure 6.
Figures 5 and 6 are reproduced in celestial coordinates, epoch 1950.
According to reference 4, the approximate formulas for the yearly change
due to precession of the Earth's axis are:
= 3.07 + 1.34 sin _ tan 8
2_ = 20.0 cos
where m and 8 are the right ascension and declination, respectively_
2_ and _8 are the yearly changes in right ascension and declination,
measured in seconds of time and seconds of arc, respectively.
The contours of figures 5 and 6 are isophotes, that is, lines of
constant brightness. In figure 5 the width of the antenna beam to
1/2 power is shown. The accuracy of the isophotes is limited by the
beamwldth. According to Ko, the absolute accuracy of the maps should
be ±50 percent or better, and the relative precision of isophotes on a




There are in principle two sources of lunar radiation: thermal
radiation and radiation from other sources which is reflected by the
Moon's surface. The thermal radiation has been measuredby Piddington
and Minnett (ref. 41) and their result for the brightness tempera-
ture is:
T = 239 + 40.3 cos(_t - _)4
where
T temperature, OK
t elapsed time since full Moon, days
co angular velocity of Moon about Earth (0.23 radian/day)
The brightness temperature given is the mean disk temperature.
Coates (ref. 42) measured the brightness-temperature distribution at a
wavelength of 4.3 millimeters. He concluded that, in general, the
maria heat and cool more rapidly than the mountains, with the exceptioi_
of Mare Imbrium_ which always remains cooler•
Measurements of radio waves reflected by the Moon were not found
in the literature, except for radar reflections originating on the Earth.
This does not indicate that no such reflections exist, since there were
also no reports of unsuccessful attempts to find them. Also, these
reflections would be most likely to appear at full Moon during solar
bursts• The strength of the reflected bursts would be dependent upon
the intensity of the radiation incident upon the lunar surface, and
upon the efficiency of the Moon as a scatterer or reflector of radia-
tion. Senior and Siegel (ref. 43) give a compilation of scattering
cross sections as determined by various observers from radar reflec-
tions. These values are tabulated as follows:
X, meter
,6 • • • . • , . • • . . • • • . • • • • °
0.7 ....................
















Since these values of the scattering cross sections are determined
by the reflection of radar waves originating on the Earth, they can be
strictly applied only to reflection from the Sumwhenthe Earth lies
between the Sun and the Moon_that is, at full Moon. For application
at any other time, a correction factor must be applied to account for
the fraction of the visible disk which is illuminated, and for the dif-
ference in reflection characteristics, which is not knownat present•
With use of data from reference 5, the intensity of the reflected
radiation during a solar burst can be calculated• At a wavelength of
1.5 meters, a typical intensity is 2.5 × 10-20 watts - m-2 - (c/sec) -I.
A scattering cross section of i0 percent of the lunar disk area gives a
total reflected flux of 2.4 M i0 -$ watts - (c/sec) -I. At the distance
of the Earth from the Moon, this gives a flux density of
5 x 10-26 watts - m-2 - (c/sec) -I, about the sameas one of the weakest
"radio stars•"
Planetary Radiation
Planetary radiation is generally classed as thermal and nonthermal.
Thermal radiation is nonfluctuating and is presumed to actually be
thermal radiation from the surface or atmosphere of the planet. It is
usually strong enough to be detectable only at very short wavelengths
(<I meter). Thermal radiation has been observed for Mars, Jupiter, and
Venus (refs. 44 to 52). The results of the various observations are
given in table III.
At longer wavelengths than those listed in table III, several
observers have noted incongruously high disk temperatures for Jupiter


















Roberts and Stanley in reference 55 hypothesize that likely sources
of this anomalous radiation are free-free transitions of electrons in
the Jovian corona or else synchrotron radiation from Van Allen belts.
It was noted by Epstein (ref. 53) that the radiation varies by as much
as a factor of 2 over a few hours observing time.
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In addition to the anomalous radiation in the decimeter range men-
tioned in the previous paragraph, highly fluctuating radiation has been
observed from Jupiter at frequencies of 14 to 43 mc/sec (wavelengths of
21 to 6.9 meters). (See refs. 56 to 63.) The initial discovery was
madeby Burke and Franklin (ref. 56) in 1955. Subsequentobservations
have revealed several pertinent characteristics of the radiation. It
is almost completely circularly polarized, it showsa periodicity of
9 hours, 55 minutes, and 28.8 seconds during active periods (ref. 57),
and it appears to be localized on the surface of the planet (ref. 58).
It maybe that the radiation exists at frequencies below 14 mc/sec but
is so strongly attenuated by the Earth's atmosphere that detection is
impossible. Attempts have been madeto observe this radiation at higher
frequencies without success (ref. 59). Even in the range of 14 to
43 mc/sec the radiation is not always present. According to reference 60
several days maypass during which no nonthermal radiation is detected.
The peak intensity of the radiation is given by various observers
as 10-21 watts - m-2 - (c/sec) -I at 21.1 mc/sec (ref. 61),
2. 5 x 10-21 watts - m-2 - (c/sec) -I at 27 mc/sec (ref. 57), and
8.5 x 10-20 watts - m-2 - (c/see) -I at 18 mc/sec (ref. 58).
Kraus in reference 62 reports bursts of nonthermal radiation
from Venus at 26.7 mc/sec. The peak intensity was
8.9 x 10-22 watts - m-2 _ (c/sec)-l. In reference 63, Kraus reports
a 13-day periodicity to the radiation which he attributes to the
"beat" frequency between the 24-hour rotation period of the Earth and
the 22-hour, 17-minute rotation period of Venus. No other observers
have reported nonthermal radiation from Venus.
Smith and Douglas in reference 61 report the possibility of non-
thermal radiation from Saturn. Interference from terrestrial sources
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TABLE I .- RADIANT ENERGY FLUX FROM THE QUIET SUN
Wavelength, v, Intensity, I,







































a.94 (1960 SS max)



























aOnly the basic component. All other values include the slowly
varying component•
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_ 5 i ___ .......
=, right ascenelon; 5, declination.
(a) Northern hemisphere
I Fo_It_o_ (195o _pooh) |
Frequency, v, _ " " _ 7 " ______ Intensity, I, |
159 oo o2 l_ ±, ,v Ol I +v (8.o±2,o) x'o -26
960 | O0 02 5_ i50 / 72 Oh'5 ±h 12.9 i 1.5
86 / oo o_ _ ±_8 _ 06 _ I +-8 59
:59 | oo 07 _ +,8 [ 52 a,6 [ +-5 :0.5 -+ 2.0
86 l oo io i2 +,i2 | co 57 I ±5 20





















































































































































































































































































































































































































(a) Northern hemisphere - Contin-_d
Prequency, w,
mc/sec
159 o_ 35 55
159 o1 33 _2
159 oz _ 51
86 Ol _ 5_
199 Ol _8 52
8L5 oi 58 51
159 Ol :1 ii
159 Ol 42
86 Ot _ O0
86 o1 _5 i2
159 ol 47 02
_6 Ol k7 12
86 01 92 o6
199 01 52 29
159 Ol 5_ 19
86 Ol 57 24
159 ol 58 58
81.5 02 CO ii
159 O_ Ol _i
86 02 02 18
159 02 o_ 15
86 o2 o7 .2_
159 O2 O8 27
i59 02 lO 58
86 o'2 z_ oo
86 02 12 50
8_ 02 16
199 o2 16 oo
159 02 18 O0
159 02 18 oo
159 02 19 21
86 02 19 24
159 O2 19 42
159 02 20 15
159 02 22 I_
81 0"2 25
81 02 26 07
86 02 26 _2
81 o2 53 55
159 e2 5_ 20
86 02 35 42
159 02 _o 45
81 02 _5
81 02 £7 Ol
159 02 _7 08
86 O2 50 24
159 02 91 05
86 O2 55 24
159 O2 _ 27
86 02 55 o6
8]. o2 97 io
86 o2 58 54
159 02 59 i0
86 05 O0 12
86 o_ oo _,
159 o_ 05 _i
159 05 09 57
86 O_ CO 2_
159 05 07 15
159 05 08 45
159 o5 09 15
86 05 o9 12
ioi 05 lO
159 05 10 97
81 05 12
159 O5 15 _5
960 05 16 22
159 05 16 29
Z59 05 19 5O
159 05 2_ _6








































































05 2_ _0 ±180
05 29 12 -+18
05 29 15 ±5
05 52 56 ±5
05 _ o6 -+2_
.... 72__t._o _ _









































































09 51 l -+7
?IL_E
m_ Intensity, I,
_tts - m-2 - (e/_ec) -1
(12.5 -+ 5.0) x 10-26-+6
t5 27 -+ 5
i_ 50 -+ 11
t8 7.4
-+7 i0.0 -+ 2.0
-+20 22
±6 8.0 ± 1.5
f6 8.0 ± 1.5
±6 9.4
-+8 19
-+5 9.5 -+ 1.5
+-6 19
t6 49
f5 11.5 i 2,0
-+4 17.5 i _.5
i6 16
f7 i0.0 ± 2.0
i5o 50
i15 15 -+ 5
-+8 i0
t6 8.5 i 2.5
±8 25
-+6 9.5 -+ 2,5







t5 ii.5 t 2.5
±6 24
-+5 18.5 ± %0
-+5 28 :t 7







































a _, rlgj_t ascension; 5, declination.
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TABLE II,- FOSITI0_8 AND IBT_IBITIES OF DISCRETE RADIO SOURCES - Continued
I-_......
i 17 I 7 ! :59
ID5 I 5 86
156 9 81





































































t__L _l ....... 15C__ _
s_, right _scenslon; 5, declination.
(a) Northern he.sphere - Continued
oD _.o M) ±18
o3 _5 1 ±48o
1
o3 _5 _6 I _18
o3 _6 36 ±z8
o3 5o ±20
03 51 24 ±24
03 55 28 ±6
03 55 _D ±4
03 96 14 ±3
03 57 98 ±i5
03 58 ±£o
03 58 12 ±12
03 58 3o ±_
03 59 ="_ ±3
Oh O0 O0 ±18
O_ O0 ,06 ±18
o_ o4 38 ±4
Oh 04 41 ±3
o_ o_ 42 ±12
O_ Oh 48 ±2
Oh o6 oo ±3oo
04 o8 _i ±6
Oh io ±120
o4 io 32 ±6
Oh io 55 ±3
Oh ii 54 t24
Oh 14 31 t15
Oh 1_ _5 ±4
Oh 15 05 ±2
Oh 17 _3 ±_
Oh 18 17 ±5
Oh 18 54 ±7
Oh 20 29 ±3
Oh 20 53 ±5
Oh 21 9& t2h
Oh 2** 12 t2_
Oh 28 ±_Oh 28 }2
Oh 28 h8 t12
O_ 29 08 ±3
o_ 29 32 ±h
o_ 3o ± _80
o_ 31 52 ±_
04 _ 48 ±12
O_ 33 50 ±2
O_ 33 55 ±4
o4 37 h6 ±15
04 _ 12 ±_o
04 _i 45 ±4
04 hl 48 ±18
Oh 42 55 ±D
Oh _3 io ±IO
Oh _ o1 ±4
Oh h6 33 ±4
o_ 48 50 ±3
Oh _9 13 ±5
04 DO ±48o
Oh 91 30 ±24
Oh 52 57 ±2
O_ 54 5_ t_o
Oh 96 ±i_o
Position (1950 epoch) a
hr mln sec see deg mln
03 35 15 12 29 "6
03 3,_ 48 _ ±21. 1 07 hoo3 _ _: [ ±2o_ _2 hl


































































































































±i8 o9 2o I ±8
t120 h6 _0 [ t60
i
±50 _6 26 I ±4
±24 ] Ol 24 t6
J
±3 25 20 ±3
I ±4_o I 1.2 i ±40
L _ i_ 03 _















































































TABLE II.- POSITI0_S AND INTenSITIES OF DISCRETE RADIO SOURCES - Continued
(a) Northern hemisphere - Continued
[ ........ Position (1950










































































































































































































































































































































±130 i(_3 x 10 -26
27 i6
26
212 12.0 t 5.0




26 6.5 2 1.5
2_ 19.5 ± %0
250 d8
±i0 19 t 6
-+6 lO.O ± 5.5
28 20.5 ± 6.o
±io 26
-+8 9,0 ± 2.0
26 50
-+20 1,900












27 12.0 t 2.0
26 8.5 ± 1.5




±12 12,5 -+ 2.5
±I0 109
-+_ 15,0 ± 2.5
±_ 26 ± 5
±i0 12.5 ± 5.0
±8 18
25 le9 ± 6
±5 i_.0 ± 2,5




±8 21,5 2 _.o
±i0 i55
25 i9.0 ± 5-5
26 8,5 -+ 2.0
2_ i8
21o _o
±7 i0,5 ± 2,0
25 t_50 -+ 150
27 ll.O +- 2,0






±10 12.5 2 5-5
±_ 16.o ± 2.5
tlO 8.0 -+ 2. 5
28 27
210 16
±15 8 ± 5
±17 I0,O ± 2,5
±5 5o±8




































a ¢, right ascension
TABLE II .- POSIT_Q_S AND INTENSITIES OF DISCRETE RADIO SOUR_S . Continued













































159 o6 59 08
159 O7 01 oo
159 07 lO 19
i01 07 15
81 o7 16 40
159 07 16 55
86 O7 17 5_
81 o7 19
86 07 19 2_
159 O7 21 _5
159 07 22 58
81 07 24 _2
159 o7 25 2o
199 07 27 19
56 07 29 56
159 07 5O _7
159 o7 52 eo
81 o7 55
159 07 ki 04
86 07 kl 5_
159 07 _2 26
86 07 _ 5_
i59 07 55 C_
i59 07 53 _5
86 07 55 _e
159 07 58 52
159 o8 02 lO
159 O8 o2 38
86 08 05 2_



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Posit_on (1950 epoch) a
!!I







06 -+12 O& 50
21, ±24 O_ 15
41 ±7 lO o9
_8 ±18 09 57
CO +-18 02 21
5_ ±12 07 59
ii ±5 07 J7
25 ±5 1_ 50
Ol ±2o 74 O9
21 -+7 24 20
27 ±5 CO 08
42 ±12 CO 06
50 ±18 o9 CO
20 ±5 70 CO
51 ±6 52 57
18 ±12 05 55
±120 56
05 ±5 50 15
56 ±7 _9 ol
±50 45 15
± 5 48 2_
±7 _ 15±5 87
































±50 Ol 556±7 55











































































































































a _, right ascension; 8, declination.
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(a) Northern hemisphere - Continued

























































































































































































































































































































_, rl_ht ascension; B, declination.
Intensity, I,
_tts - m"2 - (_/,,o)-1


























































































































































































(a) Northern hemisphere - Continued
Position (1950 epoch} a ]
____ __ Intensity, I,
hr min sec 12_05 _dsec deg mln mln ........
15 52 k8 22 I _lol 8.0 , 10 -26
1_ % _8 o4 I ±_ ] _5.o ± 5.515 kO 13015 _'0 18 1 +2_ O_ 20 I ±9!
15 k5 00 ±h ', 52 08 ±_ 12.0 ± 2.0














































































































+-10 8.0 +- 2,5
+-5 10.0 +- 2.0
+-i0 9 +- 2
+-7 54









+-5 74 +- 15
+-60 40
+-8 17
+-7 10.0 +- 2,0
±7 17
+-7 61 +- 16
+-4 114
+-5 22
+-_ i0.9 +- 2.0





+-12 9,5 i 2.0
+-7 17







+-7 9 +- 5
±6 15
+-6 _9
+-6 11.o +- 4,0
+-15 z5 +- 4
+-7 10.0 +- 2.5
+-_ 9 +-2lOt 4
+-30 11





+-5 72 +- 15
+-15 6
+-4 10,5 i 2.0
±10 20
+-9 8.5 +- 2.0
+-15 21.0 +- 4.5
t7 42+-12
15 _ 48 ±_ Ol h2 +-_8
15 10 27 +-5 8-5 ± 1.5
15 zz _ +-4 26 +- 8
15 14 19 I +-5 55 +- lh
a _, right e.ecenslon; 5, declination.
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I 97_ 4 7
580 _ 7




































































(a) Northern hemisphere - Continued
Position (1950 e _och) a
a, i_, 5,
hr min sec sec deg ml
15 17 52 t6 20 28
15 19 18 | t12 07 55
15 22 48 | ±6 54 39
15 25 _ [ ±10 72 31
15 29 l±Soo 55
15 29 37 I ±5 55 53
I
i_ 29 _l I ±6 2h 18
15 30 _7 ±5 55 59
15 55 18 t_o 09 29
15 _ 06 tl2 02
15 _6 06 t24 01 42
15 37 2_ tl8 06 08
19 40 57 ±5 60 18
15 42 06 t18 C4 06
15 $2 2_ t12 02 20
L5 _7 _ ±5 21 33
15 48 54 ±12 03 i0
15 49 08 ±5 62 50
15 _9 25 ±4 17 47
16 oo oo 02 13
16 O0 O1 02 O_
16 Ol 66 30
16 ol o7 30 o9



















































Z_5, watts - m-2 - (c/sec) "I
l min |








































































































±6 15.9 ± 2.0
±5 9.0 t 2.5
±90 7_±i0
±5 15 ± 5
±_ 12,0 ± 2.0
±120 lh
±i0 12.0 i _.0










TABLE II .- POSITIC_S AND IB_II_SITIES OF DISCRETE RADIO SOURCES - ConZlnued
(a) Northern hemisphere - Contlnued
_reque_cy, v, ....... 5, -
deg mlnL--. ...... Z ...... a h, ooo[ ,-° "'°
| 7 1 159 17 ee 51 [ ±5 i
±4 15
986 l 9 ! - 79 _8
±8 ±6
987 7 | 159 17 26 3_ 31 5O
73 579 & 17 28 5e ±_o I ±e °588
20 59589 7 199 17 29 50 ±_ I 7
_7
hO 5959o 7 z59 z7 _ _ ±5 _5
iii ii!i: 7 !i
I _9 _ [
59h 7 159 17 5_ O1 _5 57 54 +-5
Intensity, I,
watts - m-2 - (c/sec} -I




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































a_, rlg_t ascension; 5, declination.
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TABLE II.- POSITI(7_S AND INTENSITIES OF DISCRETE RADIO SOURCES - Continued
(a) Northern hemisphere - Continued
I I ] Position (1990 epoch) a
1 Frequency, _,
Source ! S....... I /s .... T z_% ! 5,
i | 86 19 }7 42 ±2_ Ol 06199 19 39 37 ±4 60 55
I 159 19 40 25 ±7 DO 52
659 5 86 19 43 48 ±18 09 16
660a 7 159 19 49 41 ±6 02 2_
66(70 5 86 19 49 48 -+18 02 26





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(a) Northern hemisphere - Concluded
PoBitlon (1950 epoch)a _l Intensity, I,
_, --z_i, 8, 7 Z_5, ] _nstts- m-2 - (e.;sec)-I
hr mln sec see deg _tn _ mln
±2£ ..... T
±2£ 05 17 ±7 I
±7 46 50 ±3
±2_ 02 o8 57
±6 37 42 ±8
±5 50 22 ±i0
±50 05 16 i7
518 04 25 ±5
±5 62 12 ±i0
±10 72 24 ±15
±15 73 3O ±2O
±5 29 13 ±5
±24 Ol 54 ±7
±3o o7 _i ±6
5_ I0 50 ±6
5_o 08 £8 ±7
120 77 37 ±15
±5o 02 17 ±7
±2_ o5 55 ±5
±6 39 20 ±7
±18 08 27 t7
±3 44 28 ±5
t6 58 57 ±7
±6 11 28.2 ±2
ZlO _i 22 t6
±2£ O_ 28 ±8
±7 15 _5 ±7
±20 76 40 tlO
±5 59 21 ±5
±5 17 iO ±8
±18 07 O0 ±8
±9 15 50 ±io
±_0 09 _ 57
±12 05 55 ±5
±18 O0 54 ±7
±_8 o2 45 t7
55 _5 12 t5
±2£ o8 08 ±6
t24 09 4_ 58
t2£ 05 2_ t6
±18 07 28 ±6
±20 77 _6 ±15
±5 09 _ ±8±2_ _t_ ±5
±5 CO O9 ±z_
±_8 o_ 5o ±6
±06 o5 55 ±5
±3 05 55 ±5
Z5 25 37 ±5




±2 _o 26 ±5
±2_ 06 _9 ±8
52£ 05 5£ ±_6
t6 26 50 ±6
±2£ Ol o5 ±_6
±5 20 53 ±7
±460 i0 ±90
±42 o5 39 ±7
25 35 57 ±4 26 58 ±5
25 58 41 ±} 22 oo ±8
25 59 18 ±18 O_ 58 ' ±50
23 _6 CO [ ±£ I 18 57 ! ±8
23 46 51 ±5 50 59 i ±6
25 50 £8 ±10 _2 _2 ±4
25 50 56 ±20 79 _ ±20
25 53 55 ±2 _5 £8 ±5










































































































































a _, right aecenston; 5, declination.
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86 O0 O0 O0
i01 O0 O0
86 oo oo 18
86 oo oo _6
86 oo O_ 18
159 OO o5 h9
lOi OO 05
1,_9 oo o9 o6
86 oo o5 _6
86 oo o6 oo
81.5 oo o6 56
86 oo o9 12
86 O0 12 2_
86 oo 15 54
86 oo 16 12
159 oo 17 Og
86 O0 17 24












































































































































































































































































































































































































(b) Southern bemlsphere . Continued
Frequency, %
hr _In sec
















































































































































ixo I _ 5o

























































































































































_tts - m"2 . (c/see) -I



























































































































































































































































































Position (1990 epoch)m ---I !



















































































































±i5 ! 26 55
+,18 i 05 57
±l_ 28 li+ 1_ 48
iiO 27 51








































±14 8.0 ± 2.0
+-6 i5
+-3 55












































±tO 15.5 ± h.O
+-15 8.5 ± 2.0
+,18o 50






























































TABLE II.- POSITIONS AND INT_JSITIES OF DISCI_TE RADIO SOURCES - Continued



































































































































































































































..... ii_o 03 50 ±6
±18 16 20 ±7
t18 | 02 IO ±6
±4 | 09 05 i12
i18 | 09 56 t6
t4 | O1 ii ilO























































































































12 16 ±4 I
I











watts - m-2 - (c/sec) -I


















8, 5 t 2.5
56

















































a _, right ascension; 5, declination.
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TABLE II.- POSITI(318 AND IRTERBITIES OF DI_ RADIO SOURCES - Continued











































































Position (1990 epOch) a
15 56see _18 deg 5mln
o_ ±15 _2 _o
_0 ±12 16
19 ±io 45 52
18 ±18 06 19
12 -+24 11 99
50 ±20 33 oo
O0 ±7 26 51
12 ±24 O_ 46
18 ±2_±18 g g
_8 ±18 18 2_
12 ±18 :3
9h +18 16 31
±18 :7 _9
2_ ±18 I0 49
06 ±19 28 42
±18 oo 05
±240 _6
ol ±9 25 26
±:2 05 24
48 ±12 CO 18
_9 cO 29.5
18 ±18 12 O:
29 t2 02 95
56 ±m 18 5:
oo _2_ 17 18
18 ±18 13 16
06 ±18 16 O_
O0 ±30 O_ 90
o6 ±2_ Ol
o6 ±_ o5 16
26 ±1o 22 29
co ±_ 12 33
_2 ±18 17 53
41 ±2o _ _o
_2 ±18 15 _8
18 ±12 10
O0 z18 16 99
E2 ±_0 14 19
94 ±18 12 29
O0 ±18 Oe O0
06 ±_o ol oo
±18 05 27
57 ±i0 55 _o
±_o 96
.%8 ±18 08 o_
_6 ±18 16 50
±_80 17
90 ±_0 _ 5O
5_ ±18 lO _5
5o ±18 O_ 02
06 ±12 07 21
18 ±24 I_ _0
15 ±i0 22 19
00 ±12 o5 93
I
_8 I ±_O 19 oo
12 I ±19 27 )o
53 ±19 39 )o

































































watts - m"2 - (c/see) -I








































































TABLE If.- P06ITICUS AND I_IT_ISIT_ESOF DISCRETE RADIO 8OORCES - Continued
8oumce 8u.r_y





































































































































































































































































































a_ ri_t ascenalon; 5, _ecli_ti_n.
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TABLE II.- POSITI_ ARD I]IT_qSITIES OF DISCRETE RADIO SOURCES - Continued































































































































































































a =, right ascension; 6, declina,*ion.
Position (1950 epoch) a - I
-, I _, I _, i _, I _°t,o,,,,y,_
07 59 42 ±18 [ 09 40 ±6 17
08 CO ].8 ±24 [ 14 4o ±7 35
o80l oo ±12 | o_ 15 ±6 i_
O_ 05 06 ±18 _ O0 30 ±6 15






























































































































































































































































































































TABLE II.- POSITIONS AND INTENSITIES OF DISCRETE RADIO SOURCES - Continued

















































































































































































































Posltton (1950 epoch) a
!:cI
min see deg min
±4BO _ 19
12 t2_ 17 _
















































































































































































































































































watts - m-2- (e/sec) -I

































































a _, right s_cension; _, declination.
4O































































86 n oo _6
86 ii 05 oo
81.5 i1 05 55
86 11 o5
86 11 09 oo
86 11 zo _
159 zz n oi
86 11 11 12
86 ii ii _8
81.5 II 12 52
81.9 11 13 05
86 11 15 18
86 11 16" o6
81.5 11 16 i5















































86 ii _ 2_










































hr min sec sec 1 deg _in mln
io _ 59 _15 _ O0 *2_0
lO _ _6 i24 16 oo ±7
IO 59 _6 ±2_ 09 _ ±6
i0 59 ±6 Ol OO iT
io 59 48 ±12 oo 52
il oo 18 ±18 06 i8 ±6
±_o 15 01 ±i0
±24 08 22 _7
*2o 25 57 ±i_o
±2_ 05 55 ST
±18 06 i0 ±6
_18 ii 90 ±6
i5 oe i8 ±n
*18 i_ i5 i6
±_ oi 5_ i6
*5O 5O 5O ±5oo
±15 26 56 ±i_o
±18 07 io ±6
*18 o6 _5 ±6
±15 55 oo ±_o
*_ 06 _5 ±8
*12 O_ _6 ±5
±lfl 12 oo t6
±15 55 O0 ±_x>
±2_ O6 52 ±7
±18 O_ 15 ±6
±_ 15 16 ±6
±12 19 22 _4
±_ 07 45 ±7
±18 17 25 ±6
±24 O0 5O *7
±2 o_ 25 ±15
16 15 41 ±4
i24 01 28 sT
±_ 17 11 ±6
*12 15 08 ±5
±18 ii 29 ±6
±18 o_ _5 ±5
±18 15 _5 ±6
±5O o6 06 ST
*8 i_ ±40
±18 06 99 ±6
±18 11 47
*2k 10 io i_7
*24 15 22 *6
*18 i7 _9 _6
±18 O0 5O *6
_4 ii 42 i_7
±12 18 41 ±6
±18 10 27 ±5
±18 o4 _6 *6
±18 15 55 ±8
±50 17 59 ±10
±18 07 57 _7
.18 12 55 ±io
±i2 o? 27 z5 1
i18 08 _2 ±6 i
±2_ 09 _ ST
±i_ lO 55 *5
±18 19 27 *5
±i8 o_ _ ±io
±i8 oo _6 *8
±18 14 _9 ST
±18 04 _7 ±7 !
±12 09 _ ST i
*12 o7 05 *9
'12 16 5O ±5I±18 i9 _e _5f12 11 22 ±6±15 _5 oo ±_o0
*6 i6 59 *4
Intensity, I,









































































TAE_E If.- POSITIONS AED _SITI_S C_ DISCREI_ RADIO SOURCES - Continued
(b) Southern hemlsphere - Continued








































































81.9 12 38_ 41
86 12 _ OO
81.9 12 5_ 1o




































































































































































































































































ac_ right a_censlon; _, declination.
42
TABLE II.- POSITIONS AND I_SITIES OF DISCRETE RADIO SOURCES - Continued






































































































































_, right ascension; 5, declination.
Position (1950
hr mln oec _ sec
15 h6 48 +-24
1_ h7 O_ ±15
13 47 12 ±24
13 48 o6 ±z8
13 _8 18 +-18
13 50 O0 ±18
15 92 06 ±18
13 95 24 ±12
!3 53 04 ±12
13 54 O_ rID
L3 56 _2 ±24
13 56 48 ±2'_.
13 98 10 -+15
1_ 58 24 i7
13 59 06 ±12
15 59 54 +-12
14 01 18 i24
14 o3 57 -+15
i$ 04 12 i12
lh 06 06 +-12
14 O6 5O ±18
l& 09 O0 ±12
14 09 _, +-12
14 09 _8 ±24
14 10 12 ±i0
14 14 42 ±18
14 15 18 t2_
14 15 _0 ±4
14 16 00 +-12
14 17 _ ±15
14 17 42 ±18
14 17 46 ±15
i$ 19 42 i18
14 2O O6 ±18
14 20 24 ±12
14 20 _o ±_0
14 20 54 -+18
14 23 24 ±36
14 23 36 -+24
14 24 19 +-15
14 2_ _6 if2
14 26 _6 124
14 29 06 ±18
14 3i 2_ ±_0
14 32 O0 ±24
14 52 48 ±24 11 II
14 9 42 ±12 o8 21
14 _6 17 ±15 26 Ol
lh 37 12 ±12 17 08
i_ 37 24 ±18 06 56
i_ 41 _0 ±10 24 52
i_ 41 42 ±12 18 O0
14 42 2_ ±2_ 08 44
14 _2 54 t12 19 23
I_ 43 0(3 ±18 03 4_
14 43 58 /I0 26 17
14 44 06 ±18 ii 36
14 _6 54 ±24 15 53
14 48 5_ ±i0 _ oo
i_ _9 _6 ±io 25 57
14 50 12 ±18 12 58
14 51 42 ±18 18 50
14 52 _2 ±12 O_ i0
i_ 55 24 ±12 II 02
14 55 _o ±12 05 _4
14 55 _0 ±18 O0 54
14 59 11 +15 26 28
14 59 18 1 ±18 I 16 io
15 O0 18 ±12 14 41
15 01 O0 ±20 55 CO
ep°ch)a I
____ Intensity, I,
5, _, | _tt. - m -2 - (c/sec) -I
; ....;k
12 _8 -7_ 14 x I0
32 5o ±3oo| 37
16 30 ±51 12
o9 55 ±7 8.o
05 _6 t6 12
06 O7 ±7 7.8
19 23 ±5 15
08 10 ±10 8.7
i? 39 ±6 18
35 O0 ±_)0 26
o9 57 ±8 8.5
i6 17 ±7 8.7
28 O0 ±240 12
22 19 +-180 27
11 35 ±5 13
i_ 50 ±9 15
19 23 ±7 14
32 50 ±500 28
02 09 t8 12
06 19 ±5 18
09 $9 ±8 io
o8 59 ±8 27
02 58 ±8 ?
06 52 ±7 14
18 41 ±7 i5
31 O0 ±240 21
05 50 ±7 24.4
17 15 ±i0 14
03 58 ±9 14. 5 t 2.5
15 _7 ±8 Y_
40 ±120 27
19 14 ±8 ii
53 O0 t_oo 71
05 20 +-6 5.0
09 09 t7 16
14 29 ±8 26
15 14 ±8 12
18 20 +-1o 9.o
08 O0 i7 7.5
17 28 ±8 ii
35 oo t_oo 50
il 44 ±4 22
01 18 ±5 25
05 58 ±5 16
19 13 ±8 8. 9



















] ±5 i 41













































































TABLE II .- POSITIONS AND INTENSITIES OF DISCI_TE RADIO SOURCES - Continued



































































































































Position (1950 epoch) a
hr min sec see I deg min in
i_ 02 h2 if2 12 03 ±i0
15 03 18 _18 16 36 ±8
15 ca o6 ±15 53 SO I ±N)O
15 O_ _0 ±12 15 52 I ±7
15 08 06 ±18 18 cO ! ±8
15 08 18 ±18 co _2 ±6
i5 o9 oo ±12 o9 i7 ±5
09 O0 ±2_ cO 26 ±6
09 12 ±18 08 15 ±7
10 36 ±_0 19 2} ±6
i_ 27 ±15 _3 O0 ±_00
i_ 06 ±18 15 58 ±7
16 51 i15 _ O0 ±2h0
20 2_ ±18 cO i2 tT
21 _8 ±2_ 06 52 ±7
21 54 ±24 O_ i_ t6
22 06 ±18 07 28 ±7
22 '5_ ±18 08 17 ±6
25 _0 ±12 i} 41 ±h
26 19 ±15 }2 oo ±2_0
27 06 ±18 12 21 ±6
31 _0 ±i8 i8 36 ±8
_ 50 ±20 27 12 ±60
37 48 ±12 17 2_ ±7
38 06 ±50 Ol 5_ ±6
_9 0o ±18 O_ 59 ±7
_0 5_ ±_0 i6 02 ±8
_i 18 ±18 15 36 ±io
42 30 ±18 03 _I ±9
4_ 5h /12 12 23 i7
45 18 ±50 07 20 ±9
46 O0 ±12 07 55 ±8
_8 _6 ±i2 i9 51 ±5
_9 _7 _15 3/ o0 *3co
50 O0 ±18 16 57 ±i0
51 _8 ±_0 02 52 ±5
52 2_ ±12 06 57 ±8
53 12 ±i 5 _ SO ±_00
5_ 18 ±18 16 10 t7
53 2_ ±24 09 05 ±7
57 18 ±18 O_ _8 ±7
57 54 ±i0 _6 SO ±2_0
02 42 ±18 09 15 ±6
0_ 12 ±18 17 19 ±6
Oh 06 t18 18 20 ±10
04 1_ ±i0 22 56 ±&O
05 30 ±18 16 18 ±8
05 _8 ±i8 06 36 ±6
07 42 ±iB 12 45 ±7
08 06 ±2_ I0 44 ±7
0_ 59 _i0 _l O0 ±240
10 ±_80 60 45 ±I0
i2 18 ±le 02 30 ±h
12 2_ ±12 CO 35 ±5
i_ oo ±18 cO _ ±7
iN 58 ±I0 22 _h /6o
15 ±240 5 ±90
i6 O0 ±i8 o8 _2 ±7
16 5_ ±2_ i0 cO i7
i7 36 ±i8 15 _6 ±6
21 06 ±18 ii 28 ±4
22 O0 ±i8 17 _ ±7
22 48 ±_0 19 2_ ±5
26 2_ ±2_ 06 20 ±6
26 36 ±2_ ! o} 2_ i6
28 56 I ±i0 26 29 t3o
30 2& I i12 i2 48 t6
3_ 36 _ ±_ 15 18 ±9






































right ascension; 5, decllnatlon,
Intensity, I,



































































TABI_ II.- POSITI0_S AID II_I_SITIES OF DISCRETE RADIO SOURCES - Continued











































































































86 i6 _ 5_
86 i6 36 54
i6 _6 5_
86 16 _8 oo
86 i6 _ o6
86 16 _0 24
86 16 _2 4_
86 16 _ o6
86 i6 I_5 _
81.9 i6 45
8i. 5 16 _6 26
86 i6 _8 O6
86 16 _9 18
16 32 00
i6 9_ 56

























































Position (1950 epoch) a
B, l _,











































































































































































• =, rl_ _cenllom; 5, declination.
Intenalty, I,
w_%_s - m-2 - (c/,ec) -I
































































TAN_ II .- POSITI0_S AND I_SITIES OF DISCRETE RADIO 8OURCES - Continued






































































































































Position (19_0 epoch) a
an, 5,
sec see deg min
_18 o5 59
5_ ±18 07 O_
±18 1o 57±lO 24 15
_6 ±_4 09 _2
_9 I ±_o 3i oo
5_ ±}0 18 yS
17 ±5 O_ I0
36 ±i2 o1
}o ±18 i5 50
48 t18 12 24
oo ±18 11 17
18 ±i8 oa _a
_9 ±15 32 O0
}0 ±i8 i7 54
}0 ±18 i2 46
42 ±24 14
o6 I12 i0 Ol
_6 _2 o8 42
_6 ±15 27 Ol
16 ±5 O7 Oi
52 ±3 o5 19
_0 ±12 C5 I0
42 ±24 o5 51
48 ±}0 Ol 48
o6 i2_ 19 40
54 t24 _ 57
56 ±5 O) 25
01 ±IO 25 51
18 ±24 O0 5_
47 ±5 oo 59
54 ±24 I0 55
18 t24 07 48
o6 ±18 17 08
27 t7 22 O0
O0 ±24 02 42
11 18 29 55
5_ ±18 O_ 13
29 ±10 24 _6
12 ±24 03 06
5_ t}0 19 01
42 ±i0 29 O0
_8 it8 12 _7
o5 ±15 33 co
54 ±18 06 41
18 ±18 09 _1
18 ±18 15 ii
06 ±}0 O_ 17
42 ±18 16 30
54 *12 11 08
±_ o_ _8
o6 ±}0 14 18
12 _}0 O_ 05
06 ±12 15 19
o6 ±18 o6 41
±12 19 a_
42 ±18 17 i8
12 ±24 I0 55
_6 ±i8 09 46
42 ±12 15 _6
42 ±18 1_ 26
48 ±18 oa _6
±8 5o
48 ±}0 o7 29
54 ±24 O_ 55
50 ±12 02 45
48 t2_ oo 13
48 t24 08 5h
54 t18 l& 08
































































w_tt, - m "2 - (c/,ec) -1

































































am, right ascension; 5, declination.
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TA_ II.- POSITIONS AND INT_SITIES OF DISCRETE RADIO SOURCES - Continued








































































































































































































































































































see deg min i min
±24 I :9 _ : +v
t5 I _ 29 ±10
±18 05 22 t8

























































































































±18 12 02 t6
I -+12 15 16 i7
±20 31 _o ±250
±18 18 _0 ±8
±24 I 16 49 ±7
±15 55 _0 ±i_] ±24 I 1_ 27 I
L__:! i :: _l__±23 °
ae, right &acension; 5, declination.
Intensity, 1,















































































































































I 1,076 5 1
_h_ _7 ___ ___ J
(b) Southern hemisphere - Continued






































































































































































































































































































































am, right ascension; 5, declination.
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TABLE II .- POSITI0_8 AND IRTRRSITTE8 OF DISCRETE RADIO SOURC]_ - Concluded
























































































































































































i 2_ 19 2O
i 23 19 5o
I _



































Position (1990 epOCh) _
sec de E mln
±24 I 0_ i0
_12 i 19 02
±18 i 02 52
±24 o3 25
t_ I o6 37






±_o i :o 28
124 ; 02 17
I ±18 [ 05 27±2_ i o1 oo
! ±15 [ 22 52
! t18 i o3 43
i ±24 ! 12 01













i ±18 i i6 3o±18 I :9 52
I ±:8 i :3t 5 : 27 22
, _12 I 09 Z6
i ±24115,, 
I 112 t2 29i
±7 i 25 08











































































































a_ right aacension; 5, decll_atlon.
Intensity, I,
wa_ts - m-2 - (e/ace) -I
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Figure i.- Brightness temperature of the solar disk at various wave-
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Figure 2.- Brightness-temperature distribution across the solar disk at
wavelengths of 60 centimeters and 5.68 meters. Stanier (ref. 14)













Figure 3-- Brightness-temperature distribution of the Sun at a wave-
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2 :3 4 5 0
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(c) Fost-drift burst.
I I I 1
I 2 3 4
Time, rain
(d) Enhonced continuum.
















































Figure 6.- Distribution of radio brightness temperature for the north
polar cap at 400 mc/sec. Units are OK. Westerhout (refo 40).
NASA-Langley, 1962 L- 2080


